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Abstract
In cryptography, one among several investigated areas is the implementation of AES S-boxes. In this paper, a substitution-
box is designed which follows combined data path using dual-basis tower field extension with Golod–Shafarevich theorem
fed in immune genetic algorithm for optimization purpose for each and every block. The role of enhanced immune genetic
algorithm is as follows: at first, chaotic system generates S-boxes population, these S-boxes which perform excellently are
then optimized by a sequence of operators such as extraction of anti-agent and immune selection. Few criteria of S-boxes such
as differential uniformity, nonlinear degree, and strict avalanche effect are analyzed. The obtained results are analyzed with
CMOS 35 nm and 15 nm technologies tomeasure the performance of the proposed designs andwas observed that the proposed
one outperforms in power and area. The optimized S-box can be effectively applied for securing information. The proposed
Golod–Shafarevich feeder Immune Genetic Algorithm S-box (GSIGA-Sbox) is compared with two baseline methods such
as Reversed Genetic Algorithm S-box (RGA-Sbox) and Discrete Space Chaotic S-box (DSC-Sbox). As a result the proposed
GSIGA-Sbox achieves encryption speed of 61MHZ, decryption speed of 55MHZwith 24% of power consumption for 35 nm
CMOS technology and 57 MHZ encryption speed, 51 MHZ decryption speed with 28% of power consumption for 15 nm
CMOS technology.
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Introduction

There is huge demand for data in Communication and
Network technologies. The data are handled by open frame-
works. Encryption process changes data as structure closer
and more sensible that depends on the investigation with
no reasonable learning [1]. The objective behind this is to
secure data by maintaining and keeping it away from ille-
gal user access. Decryption is a process which transfers
encoded information into an outline clearly [2]. Both these
processes necessarily use some anonymous data named the
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key. Sometimes for encryption, the same key is used in both
Encryption and separation; but with various systems, keys
used for encryption and interpretation are distinctive [3]. In
accordance with AES, data that have to be encrypted are
split as block with equal size where each block is termed
as a state. Based on the principle of Substitution–Permu-
tation Network, a sequence of mathematical operations is
performed by the algorithms on every state and produces
cipher text [4]. Initially, in the algorithm, round key is added
at state which then enters the main loop and performs the fol-
lowing four operations repeatedly: substitution of shift rows,
bytes, mix columns and add round key [5]. At last, after these
operations, the final iteration excludes mix columns. With
several improvements, the efficiency of the original AES
is improved with measures such as delay, area, and power
consumption [6]. Among these looping operations, substi-
tution of bytes is termed as substitution-box (S-Box) which
transforms data in a nonlinear fashion by replacing every
byte with a different byte. Substitution of bytes is performed
mainly to confuse the data which has to undergo encryp-
tion using AES [7]. This byte substitution is achieved by
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defining the multiplicative inverse of the state given in finite
field next to affine transformations [8]. On the other hand,
the substitution bytes are calculated and maintained in the
look-up table of S-Box. Many approaches are presented in
the literature for the structures of S-box designing, incorpo-
rating algebraically approaches, pseudorandom and heuristic
methods. The algorithms formodern block are frequently uti-
lized S-box design methods depending on robust algebraic
relations. Nyberg presented most well-known method called
S-box of the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) block
encryption algorithm.These substitution bytes for encryption
differs from that of the decryption. Among the four loop-
ing operations, byte substitution is a complex operation [9].
Therefore, this paper proposes amethod for less consumption
of area, power, delay and components. Hence, researcher put
more efforts to optimize byte substitution in terms of hard-
ware complexity, time, and power consumption [10]. This
contribution of this work is as follows.

• Presenting a novel approach to design a high parallel area-
efficient S-Box optimization architecture for cryptosystem
of AES.

The organization of this paper is as described as follows:
the next section describes about existing work related to the
proposed method, the third section gives detailed methodol-
ogy about optimization-based S-box architecture, the fourth
section shows the performance analysis with respect to var-
ious parameters. Finally, the paper is concluded in the last
section with future work.

Related works

Several research works in the literature based on meta-
heuristic techniques involved in developing S-boxes has been
investigated. The optimization-based 8×8 S-box mecha-
nism is described below: Wang et al. in [11] discussed the
characteristics of Genetic Algorithm (GA) used to develop
8×8 S-box. The tent map as well as chaotic logistic map
were involved to initialize the starting populations and GA
parameters. The adjustment phase was improved to generate
more potential S-box. Guesmi et al. [12] used logistic map
for designing initial S-box and differential chaotic Lorenz
model for performing mutation operations and crossover
at the time of GA optimization. Simulation and analysis
of security demonstrated that this approach is applied in
image encryption. Ahmad et al. [13] analyzed metaheuris-
tics Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) for optimizing initial
S-box where chaotic tent map is integrated with logistic
map. This optimized S-box was developed with features
of cryptography. The S-box generation approach is essen-
tially appropriate for using in the strong block cryptosystem’s

design. In [14], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) method based
on hyperchaotic map was used to produce efficient 8×8 S-
box. For initial population of S-boxes, 6D hyperchaos was
utilized. From the results of simulation proved that the algo-
rithm has cryptographically strong S-box for meeting the
criteria of multiple cryptography. In [15], Bacteria Forag-
ing Optimization (BFO) was also employed with logistic
map for S-box optimization. From the results of experi-
ment, investigated the S-box generation algorithm presented
will produce an S-box with the characteristics of good cryp-
tography. In [16], traveling salesman problem was used to
generate strong S-box. From the results of statistics man-
ifested, the potential substitution-box is cryptographically
highly inspiring as in contrasted to few current investiga-
tions.

Farah et al. [17] described a Teaching–Learning-Based
Optimization (TLBO) approachwith chaoticmap for design-
ing S-box efficiently. This approach determined the opti-
mized keys which satisfied the conditions given. Hussam
et al. [18] presented an optimized initial S-box using
Firefly Algorithm (FA) from a chaotic map with discrete-
space. Zhang et al. [19] developed I-Ching Operators (ICO)
for producing an optimal 8×8 S-box. In [20], Alzaidi
et al. analyzed β-hill climbing individual-based optimiza-
tion technique to construct 8×8 S-box utilizing a new
discrete-chaotic map. In [21], a fusion technique which
involved Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Differ-
ential Evolution (DE) approaches for generating various n
×n S-boxes. From the results of experiments, it is proved
that the chaotic S-box presented by the FLDSOP algorithm
efficiently resisted to several kinds of attacks in cryptanal-
ysis. Solami et al. in [22] implemented a random Heuristic
Search (HS) method for synthesis bijective S-boxes where
hyperchaotic systemwas used. The anticipatedmethod’s per-
formance comparison with current S-box proposals showed
its dominance and efficiency for a strong bijective construc-
tion of S-box.

Proposedmethodology

This section presents the preliminaries of well-organized
AES S-box operations and highlights the conventional area-
efficient architectures utilizing tower fields described in
Normal Basis (NB). As shown in Fig. 1, the input param-
eters undergo the mapping process which is followed by the
construction of dual field based on Polynomial bias and Nor-
mal bias. After the bias, the subfield is analyzed with file
extension block which leads to construction of S-box with
the assistance of enhanced genetic algorithm.
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Fig. 1 Architecture for S-box
with optimization method

Construction of dual-tower field GF((22)2)2

Twovarious field construction sets are availablewhich are the
tower and composite field given asGF((22)2)2 andGF((24)2),
respectively, and are involved in computing S-boxes in AES.
Moreover, subfields are described using Normal Basis (NB)
or Polynomial Basis (PB). Here, tower field GF((22)2)2 is
used over NB, as in Can right’s approach, whereas various
non-reducible complicated polynomials are used. In this pro-
posed model, the field element g � (g7,g6,….g0) 2GF(28) is
transformed to an isomorphic tower field i � (A, B), and
here (a0, a1, a2, a3) are represented by A and (b0, b1, b2,
b3) are represented by B. The tower field is described by
a non-reducible complicated polynomial over the subfield
GF(((22)2 of the tower field:

p(y) � y2 + y + v � (y + α)(y + 16),

where the subfield elements represented as α (its root) and
v in tower field which are selected such that the polyno-
mial used is non-reducible over GF(((22)2)2. Then, NB over
GF(((22)2)2 is 16 g. Thus, a field element i is given by i �
A + B16, and here A and B are subfield elements of tower
field. Likewise, the subfield is created with the help of over
GF(((22)2 as irreducible polynomial of

q(z) � z2 + z + μ � (z + �)(z + �4).

The irreducible polynomial of degree 2, for constructing
a binary field of the subfield GF(((22)2,

R
(
t0 � t2 + t + 1 � (t + β)

(
t + β2

)
,

is employed for generating NB{β, β2}over GF(2): Thus, the
elements of this fields are denoted as A0, A1 e GF(22) as
A0 � (a0, a1) � a01 + a12 and A1 � (a2, a3) � a21 + a32,
respectively.

Cryptographic properties of S-box

Definition 1 The function nonlinearity of set Bn is described
as the least Hamming distance from the corresponding func-
tion to each linear function of Bn.

Coronary: Generally, the function nonlinearity f ∈Bn has
an upper bound 2n−1 − 2n/2 − 1. If S-box having the high-
est nonlinearity is created, it does not give better estimates
by linear functions; hence breaking up a cryptosystem is
a difficult task. Total 1’s in a binary vector v is the Ham-
ming weight (Hw) of v. When the Hamming distance (Hd)
of two binary vectors is equal, which means that the number
of places where the respective entries vary.

Definition 2 A S-box of n×n is bijective when its output
values are different ranging from 0 to 2n − 1. Based on the
properties, the S-box is constructed as follows.

• A sequence S which is initially empty is defined.
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• For the initial valuex0, to discard transient effect. Iterate
100 times.

• The current state value is given asx0 where continuous
iteration is performed. Then, X, which is an integer, is
given as floor (256× x0) which gives the nearest integer
for X.

• If X not present in S, append it else go to step 3.
• When the element count in S is less than 256, go to step 3
else S is the output

• Construct S-box of 8×8 from S which is utilized as the
initial population.

Coronary: High nonlinearity was possessed by an S-box
and differential probability and low linear are measured as
a secured cryptographically. A novel approach is presented
for the construction strong 8×8 S-boxes cryptographically
through the application of an adjacency matrix on the Galois
field GF(28). The adjacency matrix is acquired consistently
to the closet diagram for the modular group’s action PSL
(2,Z) on a projective line PL(F7) for a finite field F7.

Field extension using Golod–Shafarevich
theorem

Estimation of Golod–Shafarevich for an infinite field general
quadratic algebra having n generators is obtained and for
quadratic relations d ≥ 4(n1+n)

g :

H (t) �
∣∣∣
(
1 − nt + dt2

)
− 1

∣∣∣
� 1 + nt +

(
n2 − d

)
t2 +

(
n3 − 2nd

)
t3.

Assume field K and n, d, q∈N, q >3, d ≤n2, and
{cj, k,m : 1 ≤ j ≤ d, 1 ≤ k,m ≤ n} as variables which
takes principles from field K. Let Ic with c � {cj, k,m}
in Kh{×1,...,xni} is obtained using f 1,..., f d, f j � Pnk, m �
1 cj, k,m ×k ×m and Rc� Kh×1,..., xni/Ic algebra. The qth
homogeneous element (Ic)q is clearly traversed using μfjν,
and here j ranges from 1 to d and the two monomials are μ,
ν in K {×1,..., xni} with deg μ + deg ν � q − 2. Thus, (Ic)q
denotes the linear operator image Lc: K�→Fq(n, K), and
here � indicates a triplet (j, μ, ν) and Lc forwards a vector
ej, μ, ν to μfjν. Rank rkLc of Lc and dimension of (Ic)q is
equal. Thus, dim (Rc)q � nq − dim (Ic)q � n q − rc, and
here rc � rk Lc. When K � Zp and p is prime, then δ(c) ��0
for certain values of c whose coefficients are non-zeros as
elements of Zp. Few coefficients of δ(c) are assumed to be a
polynomial whose coefficients are in Z and are non-multiples
of p and hence non-zero. δ(c) ��0 for certain values of once
Zp is replaced with Q. Likewise, argument illustrates that
when hq (K , n, d) do not rely on fixed positive characteristic
p’s K and that hq (K , n, d) 6 hq(Zp, n, d) for any K .

Genetic algorithm-based S-box optimization

The S-boxes optimization algorithm in this paper combines
the S-box construction method as mentioned above with the
advanced GA, including population initialization stage, indi-
vidual evaluation, selection stage, crossover stage, mutation
stage and termination condition determination. Algorithm 1
shows the pseudocode of chaotic S-box optimization. The
steps are as follows:

Step 1: Initialization
Initialize each element x in the S-box generated with the

help of below equation:

X � Floor
(
x × 28

)
.

Add each X to sequence {S}, and the output is the indi-
vidual of the initial population. Repeat the above steps until
all the populations are initialized.

Step 2: Individual evaluation
Compute the fitness for S-box according to the fitness

function, then arrange the individuals in ascending order
according to the fitness values. The operation continues
unless the number of iterations reaches the threshold or the
maximum fitness value in the population is greater than the
predetermined value.

Step 3: Selection stage
Calculate the selection probability pa in the current itera-

tion stage, then select N1 excellent individuals:

N1 � pa × T .

where T is the number of initial populations.
Step 4: Crossover stage
Compute the number of populations N2 generated in the

crossover. The individualwith the largest fitness is selected as
parent-1, and the i-th individual as the parent-2, add parent-1
and parent-2 to the crossover population. The above oper-
ation continues until the total individuals obtained by the
crossover operator is not greater than N2. Cross-descendants
of the output as elements in {S´}:

N2 � pb × T

i � Floor(T × ×x0),

where pb is the crossover probability,x0 is the element of the
sequence {S}.

Step 5: Mutation stage
Calculate the number N3 of individuals to be mutated.

Select the i-th individual in the cross-population to perform
the mutation operation. Then, exchange the (P1 + i)-th and
(P2 + i)-th individuals to generate an individual to bemutated.
The above operation continues until the total individuals
obtained by the mutation operator are not greater than N3:
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N3 � pc × T

P1 � Floor(N2 × x ′)
P2 � Floor

(
(N2 − 1) × x ′′)

)
,

where pc is the mutation probability, andx 00 is the element
of the sequence {S´}.

Step 6: Termination condition determination
If the number of iterations is greater than the threshold

Q, obtain the individual with the maximum fitness in the
optimization process as the optimal solution, then the algo-
rithm is terminated. Genetic algorithm is applied to generate
a maximum nonlinear S-box as follows:

Step 1. Compute nonlinearity, nl0 of the initial S-box
(Sbox0) 2).

Step 2. Set nl max � nl0, j � 0 and i � 1.
Step 3. Crossover and mutation are performed on S-box

as described as follows:

• With points prow1i ∈ [2…5] and prow2i ∈ [8…11],
crossover row i and row (16 − i + 1), here i ranges from 1
to 16.

• With points pcol1i ∈ [2…5] and pcol2i ∈ [8…11],
crossover column i and column (16 − i + 1), here i ranges
from 1 to 16

• Permutation is applied with two points pmut1i ∈ [2…5]
and pmut2i ∈ [8…11] in every line of S-box.

• This new S-box is termed as S-box 0 i, and here i ranges
from 1 to n where n denotes total iterations.

Step 4. Compute nonlinearity nli of S-box 0 i.
Step 5. If nli >nlmax then set: nlmax � nli, increase j by

1 and S-boxj � S-box 0 i. When i ≤n then increment i and
go to step 3, otherwise to step 6.

Step 6. Once step 3 is repeated n times, j S-boxes are
obtained with maximum nonlinearity. Figure 2 shows the
Genetic algorithm’s flow chart-based S-box optimization.

Performance analysis

In the experiment, the benchmark is set with three parame-
ters such as nonlinear degree criteria, differential uniformity
criteria and strict avalanche effect criteria and hence the pro-
posedGolod–Shafarevich feeder ImmuneGeneticAlgorithm
S-box (GSIGA-Sbox) is compared with Reversed Genetic
Algorithm S-box (RGA-Sbox) and Discrete Space Chaotic
S-box (DSC-Sbox). The designing of circuits is utilized by
the xillinx tool and the layouts were drawn by the utilization
of theCAD tool. The netlist of post-layoutwas then estimated
with respect to aforementioned parameters that are obtained
through the detailed simulations of transistor level through
the usage of LTSpice ver4.13 CAD simulator.

Fig. 2 Genetic algorithm’s flow chart-based S-box optimization

• Nonlinear criteria are one significant measure to estimate
the S-box performance. When nonlinearity is high, the
capability of S-box is strong enough to withstand non-
linear attack. The criteria are given by

N f � min [dH( f , l)].

• The strict avalanche effect can be measured by SAC cor-
relation matrix. The S-boxes satisfy the strict avalanche
effect if each of the sac correlation matrix is close to 0.5.

• By inverting the plaintext bits to generate vector sets, if
the vector sets are independent of each other, S-boxes
satisfy the independence criterion of output bits. The inde-
pendence of avalanche vector pairs can be measured by
calculating the differential uniformity criterion.

Table 1 shows the comparison of existing RGA-Sbox and
DSC-Sbox architecture with proposed GSIGA-Sbox archi-
tecture.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of various parameters
between existing RGA-Sbox and DSC-Sbox with proposed
GSIGA-Sbox where X axis shows various parameters such
asNonlinearDegreeCriteria (NDC),Differential Uniformity
Criteria (DUC) and Strict Avalanche Effect Criteria (SAEC).
Y axis shows the values in percentage. When compared with
the existing methods, the proposed GSIGA-Sbox architec-
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Table 1 Comparison of various S-box architecture

Various S-box Nonlinear
degree
criterion (%)

Differential
uniformity
criterion (%)

Strict
avalanche
effect criterion
(%)

RGA-Sbox 74 47.3 23.6

DSC-Sbox 36.4 56 56%

GSIGA-Sbox 23.2 78 76.4

Fig. 3 Analysis for various S-box architecture

ture achieves 23.2%ofNDC, 78%ofDUCand 76.4%SAEC.

Analysis of Golod–Shafarevich exponent

There are three 1D chaotic maps. The first one is called as
logistic map, where xn + 1 is a state variable, k2 (0, 4] is a
parameter of control and n denotes the total iterations. The
second one is sine map and he third one is bifurcation map
which are as shown as follows.

From Figs. 4, 5 and 6, it is concluded that the ergodic-
ity is poor and there exists few periodic windows of logistic
map and sine map, their exponent are low, none of them is
more than 4, which shows that the above two chaotic systems
are defective and chaotic dynamic behavior can be improved.
The bifurcation diagram proves that dynamic state of the sys-
tem is always in a stable chaotic state. Therefore, the system
is a chaotic system with good chaotic characteristics.

Table 2 shows the comparison of proposed Golod–Sha-
farevich feeder Immune Genetic Algorithm S-box with
15 nm CMOS technology.

Figure 7 illustrates the analysis for proposedGSIGA-Sbox
with 15nmCMOS technologywhereX axis shows the time in
milliseconds used for analysis and Y axis shows the average
values obtained in percentage. It is found that the proposed

Fig. 4 Analysis of logistic map

Fig. 5 Analysis of sine map

GSIGA-Sbox achieves better encrypt and decrypt speeds in
less power consumption.

Table 3 indicates the comparison of Golod–Shafarevich
feeder Immune Genetic Algorithm S-box proposed with
35 nm CMOS technology.

Figure 8 illustrates the analysis for proposedGSIGA-Sbox
with 35nmCMOS technologywhereX axis shows the time in
milliseconds used for analysis and Y axis shows the average
values obtained in percentage. It is found that the proposed
GSIGA-Sbox achieves better encrypt and decrypt speeds in
less power consumption.

Table 4 shows the comparison of existing RGA-Sbox and
DSC-Sbox architecture with proposed GSIGA-Sbox archi-
tecture in terms of 15 nm and 35 nm CMOS technology.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of various parameters
between existing RGA-Sbox and DSC-Sbox with proposed
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Fig. 6 Analysis of bifurcation map

Table 2 Comparison of proposed GSIGA-Sbox with 15 nm CMOS
technology

Time (ms) Encrypt in
speed

Decrypt in
speed

Power
consumption
(%)

5 56.4 50.6 27.4

10 56.9 50.8 27.7

15 57.1 51 28.2

20 57.5 51.4 28.7

25 57.9 51.8 28.9

Fig. 7 Analysis for proposed GSIGA-Sbox with 15 nmCMOS technol-
ogy

GSIGA-Sbox, whereas X axis shows various CMOS nm
range and Y axis shows the average values. When compared
with existing method, the proposed GSIGA-Sbox architec-
ture achieves encryption speed of 61MHZ, decryption speed
of 55 MHZ with 24% of power consumption for 35 nm
CMOS technology and 57 MHZ encryption speed, 51 MHZ

Table 3 Comparison of proposed GSIGA-Sbox with 35 nm CMOS
technology

Time (ms) Encrypt in
speed (MHZ)

Decrypt in
speed (MHZ)

Power
consumption
(%)

5 60.5 54.4 23.4

10 60.9 54.7 23.6

15 61 55.3 24.2

20 61.5 55.7 24.7

25 61.9 55.8 24.9

Fig. 8 Analysis for proposed GSIGA-Sbox with 35 nmCMOS technol-
ogy

Table 4 Comparison of S-boxwith 15 nmand 35 nmCMOS technology

Techniques Encrypt in
speed (MHZ)

Decrypt in
speed (MHZ)

Power
consumption
(%)

GSIGA-Sbox
in 35 nm

61 55 24

GSIGA-Sbox
in 15 nm

57 51 28

RGA-Sbox in
35 nm

45 42 30

RGA-Sbox in
15 nm

39 33 34

DSC-Sbox in
35 nm

35 31 47

32 27 50

decryption speed with 28% of power consumption for 15 nm
CMOS technology.

Conclusion

More attention is required to construct robust cryptographic
substitution-boxes which is the major problem that has been
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Fig. 9 Analysis for various S-box architecture

addressed. As the search space of S-boxes is broad, a ran-
dom search approach is not the right choice as it provides
no guarantee in quality of S-box. Conversely, optimization
techniques have been examined for developing an automatic
searchmechanism for stronger S-boxes. For nonlinearly gen-
erating better S-boxes, a Golod–Shafarevich feeder Immune
Genetic Algorithm S-box Algorithm (GSIGA) which is an
optimization mechanism is presented in this research work.
In this proposed S-box approach, S-box’s initial population
is randomly produced by utilizing new chaotic map. With
the proposed optimization technique, consider the nonlin-
earity as fitness function to find the optimal S-box. The
results obtained reveal that the S-boxes proposed offer higher
nonlinearity and also satisfy other performance criteria. Fur-
ther, the comparative analysis discloses the efficiency of
optimization-based mechanism for S-boxes which is appro-
priate for applications involving cryptographic methods. The
future work is to include power gatingmethod to improve the
overall speed.
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